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1: 50 Games Like Kingdom Under Fire: Circle of Doom | 50 Games Like
The Original Circle of Doom So enjoy, and please - give your players the shaft! This map is made available to you under
a free license for personal or commercial use under the "RELEASE THE KRAKEN" initiative thanks to the awesome
supporters of my Patreon Campaign.

The latest versions of the document, associated media and errata will always be first available at FAQS. This
is more than true on Hard Completing story quests seems to be achievement related and not at all necessary to
act progression save for unlocking new stages for a character. Much like the crap-o-rama 99 Nights, each
character has a different save and does not share items, mission progression, or other data with another
character. Curian plays similarly to Kendal, but has an additional spear thrusting attack through his spears.
Curian players work best with Celine players, since some of her abilities will only affect Curian Power of
Love 1 and 2 for example. His SP and luck cost per respective point is Her primary strength is to be a team
player. With her low SP cost, she stands the most to have the longest SP bars without any other enhancements
or item modifications. She learns abilities very quickly as well. Having to kill fewer enemies mean she can
learn spells that much faster. Her SP and luck cost per respective point is However, his SP is hard to build
compared to other characters he is the second worse but his shield items add HP to his person. With Duane,
the focus is ranged attack; unlike Celine, Duane players may find enemies who close in to do battle more than
a little hazardous, especially on Hard. Duane is ultimately the best farmer for a party, as his power of
extortion, insurance, profit, and high luck give him access to money and items few players dream of. His cost
of luck is the highest and over time, that will begin to tell as other players outstrip him in luck values. He is
certainly faster than Kendal or Regnier when he needs to run from a fight. Leinhardt has access to Keither, but
not Mutant Curian. Regnier is the only character who can synthesize spell abilities onto his claymore type
weapon requires the enhancement Enchantment , so if one wants to unleash spells with each successive attack,
then Regnier is your character. Regnier has access to Keither through his story quests thanks Mr. This
determines if you can equip the fabulous items you find later in the game Have no points left unused Use up
all your points with each level up. Always juggle the numbers between SP and luck and make sure everything
is used. Focus on SP and Luck SP is important not only for initially fueling your weapon usage and magic, but
also to allow you to equip progressively more powerful items. Although you may get lucky and be able to
synthesize an item down to manageable levels, having more SP means you open yourself to more options
down the road. High luck will greatly aid you in gathering money, as items will pour out of enemies like
water. Water that sells for a good deal of money! Synthesis is the alchemical process whereby two objects are
magically fused by the idols into a new item. Since each new object is previewed in the results window, you
should have no qualms about "free experimentation" with different items and potions. An item can be
synthesized 99 times before it becomes impossible to synthesize. This limitation applies to both items being
used in a synthesis. So, before you synthesize, make sure you have the best ingredients first. Otherwise, you
are just wasting money, time, and worse yet hard to get resources. The more times an item is synthesized, the
higher the monentary cost. All items lose potency when synthesized even with a Flower of Harmony. This
means the search for ever more powerful items is everlasting. Each time you die, the chances of synthesis will
decrease requiring more gold. When you can, try not to die or you will find your gold reserves drained more
and more as you carry over your "dead-affected" items to the new items you find. Luck plays an important
part in synthesis. High luck will mean item results not only tend to be favorable, but also synthesis success can
be lowered to 20 to 30 percent and still be successful. The Flowers and Buds of Harmony will help alleviate
those costs, but the success rate does not seem to be affected by the inherent synthesis rate; this means you
still need tons of gold. This technique is to build high level enhancements on items but let you use it without
collecting millions of gold pieces. Say you want to have a Level 25 enhancement of something anything. It is
more effective not essentially cheaper to synthesize five Level 5 items together rather than synthesize 25 Level
1 items one after another into the newly formed incarnation. This strategy basically lets you partake of the
power a little bit while you slowly build up your stock of resistances on items you stored up. Naturally, you
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need a lot of gold millions to make the final product, but in the mean time, you can have a Level 10 or 15 item
without breaking your purse or risking failure and spending more money. Interestingly, once you get to the
really upper echelons of farming on Extreme , money becomes a problem if you do not have access to Duane
with Profit and high luck and one who can kill bosses -- generally Keither since his fight does not reset the
map -- hence a Leinhardt, Regnier or Kendal is recommended you will find that reducing the costs will be
almost pointless. Since these are listed on the item description, there is no need to list them unless you are
un-inclined to take time offline to read your own damn menus. But some enhancements will be immediately
recognizable as not being successful. For example, Rupture create new missiles for ranged weapons will not
be synthesized to a melee weapon. Synthesis List - Known and Tested Effects Same enhancement stacking
Not to be confused with "cheese stacking" whereby a bunch of items all having the same enchancement at low
level are slotted in hopes that will have an effect. Synthesized stacking means increasing the potency level of
an enhancement on an accessory, armor, or weapon. This is the most basic of synthesis lessons. Note that
diametrically opposed elements say fire and ice will cancel each other out. Only the mentally retarded
executed in Texas will attempt to do such a mixture, as there are cheaper methods to do cancellations. Red
Potion The KUFCOD site states that the life-giving red potion will erase the enhancement slots starting from
bottom up, so the enhancements you want to keep should be the first one listed on the item detail sheet. Small
potions delete the bottom slot. Medium potions delete the bottom two slots, and the large potion deletes all
slots. Always have some small and medium potions on hand for selective removal. White Potion This will do
the same as a large red potion and erase all enhancements from an item. Defibrillator The items that revive
dead party members mostly for a boss fight will increase the enhancement slots of an item by one. Use this on
a high potency item to increase the slottage before moving enhancements on the final item. Grey Potion This
increases SP recovery rate of an item generally weapons but armor and accessories are also valid. Some items
will not generate more SP even if mixed with this potion. Always check the results box before pissing away
your money. Low Level Item with High Level Item The guys who grind on XBL let simalcrum in on a not so
obvious secret; synthesize a high level item say a weapon with an enhancement free low level one and you
drop its SP equip significantly generally an average. Blend this tactic with a grey potion and you should be
able to keep your kick ass weapon Note that the same or similar item must be used -- an Estoc that fuses with
a Falke or Warhammer will not be the same as an Estoc and a Saber, for example. The results for this synth
are always with similar or same class items weapon by type, armor by type, accessory, etc. Orange Potion
Increases the attack power of a weapon by a set rate percentage. Higher damage weapons in the thousands are
the best candidates. However use an orange potion to recover your attack power if you synthed a weapon with
enhancements for a vital mission. Blue Potion Increases the HP added to armors and accessories. Like the
orange potion, use this on high level in the ten thousands or more item unless you are really desperate for a
modest double or triple digit increase of HP. Decreases the SP consumption for accessories it may increase SP
to equip for weapons. Always check the preview table for results before confirming the synthesis, and cancel
the synthesis if it is not to your liking. This is true; the yellow potion acts like a regular item see next entry for
all other purposes. It is better to trade this potion to farming players on Extreme. With a luck potion, a
character with luck will experience a large spike in luck and drop far better items with a yellow potion.
Everyone benefits if you think like a teamplayer. Panacea, Softener, Antidote, other: Someone on Live
mentioned that the various potions remove specific enhancements say anti-static for lightning, etc. While this
can be handy in a bind, strategically destroying and synthesizing various items can get you the same results.
For example you are building the four resistances of Fear, Darkness, Frost, and Stone. Using the specific cure
potion method, you can use Ice Water to get rid of the Rage enhancement and then make the Stone
combination. Luck may also play a small part in the results of a synthesis. Most importantly, make sure that
the base item is what you really want to build on. You may be better off using it as a component instead of the
basis of a synthesis. For example, when combining two items to make your defences, you can reverse the
combination to see the result. If you focus on synthesizing items you buy in the shops for example, you may
wind up with a high level item that requires more SP than you have. Simalcrum makes it a point to synthesize
low or below level items for resistances, etc. The reasoning behind this is to hope that a high level item
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acquired later will be able to take on the maxxed level enhancements with little or no degradation increase the
potency with orange, grey, and blue potion. She learns the spell Dark Mist upon her completion of Act 6,
although simalcrum is not sure if that was learned because Act 6 was completed without "curing" Curian with
the Will of Purity hence a bad ending or if it was randomly determined. Head for the Forest of Embracing to
locate a glowing gold story orb representing the Spirit Orb. Talk to Moonlight several times and tend to spell
quests and he will have the next story quest after a few visits. Talk to the Idol of Death about this after
Moonlight mentions the elixir. Kill Blacksand warriors and soldiers to complete this sub-quest. A mention will
be made about "Lost Minds". A quest about "Lost Minds" will appear in the quest book.
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2: KINGDOM UNDER FIRE CIRCLE OF DOOM Xbox w/ Original Box Stickers on Game | eBay
About Circle Of Doom. The Circle of Doom is a cycling event that has been going on in Southern California for over five
years. In supporting this ride we do our best to make sure that the participants are taken care of in regards to fueling
stations and mechanical support.

Since higher SP allows you to equip better armor, this means the having more maximum SP will let your
character encounter progressively better armor and weapons in the shops, from enemy drops, and from boss
treasure. In such a case, you may attempt to play around to squeeze every last point into hardening your SP
and luck, or simply put it into a single point of HP which is ultimately inconsequential. Experience points not
used up will be lost. Enemies are varied but they all pretty much do at least one of the dozen elemental
damage in the game: Generally speaking, if a character or actor is resistant to an attack, he or she will not even
flinch. Each stage has a theme that comes along with it. Players can change stages by completing the act
killing the boss or reaching a loading point , or by warping near an idol. Hit the Back button near an idol to
bring up the Sleep Menu. This menu lets you view the progress of quests and other functions. Only when you
are close to an idol will you speak with it. The more EXP earned, the higher your levels can go. More levels
mean more SP can be assigned. Having high SP means high level items can be equipped without going
through a lengthy and convoluted synthesis process. There is the risk of over developing one trait at the risk of
another. Depending on your access to synthesis ingredients orange and blue potions and money basically ,
here are some benchmarks for character development: Items weapons and armor will also start to appear on a
regular basis from slain enemies, regardless of your enhancements. Dropped items from slain enemies will be
more numerous, sometimes causing a desynchronization when playing online just pick up the items and break
them to get rid of this problem. Item drops are very routine. With assistance from the power of Extortion, rare
potions will appear frequently if the right conditions are met. At or around this level, players can expect to
equip almost all the equipment routinely found on Normal and Hard, including items dropped by bosses. At or
around this level, players can expect to equip almost all the equipment routinely found on Hard, including
items dropped by bosses. Some items dropped on Extreme may require a few hundred more SP to equip; this
SP requirement can be jiggled using various synthesis techniques. At or around this level, players can expect
to equip almost all the equipment routinely found on Hard and Extreme with little or no effort from item
crafting or synthesis. Gimme All Those Potions!!! Common potions include red, white, and cyan potions, as
well as the various cures antidote, panacea, softener, anti-static, ice water, etc. Essentially, anything you
cannot buy with gold in the shop is rare. Rare potions include the yellow potion increases luck , orange potion
increase the attack of weapons , blue potion increases the defence of armor and accessories , and gray potions
increases the SP recovery of all items. Rare potions are often found once you have Extortion in some level of
proficiency but you will be surprised how easy it is to find orange and blue potions from Invisibles in stage 4
valley of Solitude and magma men in stage 5 Cave of Rage when your luck score is or higher. Bosses will
occasionally have orange and blue potions among their drops, so be on the look out for potions when running
around looting the place. So long as you were not breaking, selling or trading lavishly, you should have a few
not many, but a few potions you can use to bulk up your own arsenal until you get something better. Money,
Money, Money, Money Initially, you have little gold. Even the token 10 gold drops will be required unless
you hooked up with a money farmer online. Sell the excess in the shops. Even the numerous white potions you
may not use initially can be sold. Until then, it pays to be miserly. Do I Need Common Potions? When you
start off, yes. Unless you have used a previous character to synthesize a low SP ring or necklace granting your
character several million HP, you will most likely need to resort to potions to survive. On the other hand, you
can stem this temporary lapse in SP by synthesizing the item repeatedly with orange potions then
"synth-down" the SP cost with a low level weapon. Red potions you will want if you do not have adequate
healing and illumination powers. Even if you do have the Heal ability, you may want a few potions around
generally the large ones since red potions drop like crazy after your character is sufficiently developed.
Potions are a cheap way to get your HP back barring Wolverine style regeneration with level 25 healing and
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level 25 illumination before and during a boss fight. Keep all three sizes of red potions around; each size
removes a different number of enhancements 1, 2, and 3 from an item, starting with the lowest levelled one the
one on the bottom of the list. Other potions may be helpful or just space-taking. Once you are fully resistant to
enemy attacks, the panaceas can be left alone.
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3: Kingdom Under Fire: Circle of Doom - FAQ/guide
Kingdom Under Fire: Circle of Doom is an action roleplaying video game developed by Blueside and published by
Microsoft Game Studios exclusively for the Xbox It is the fourth installment in the Kingdom Under Fire series and the first
released for the seventh generation of consoles.

March 8, - 1 year 8 months ago This page contains a list of cheats, codes, Easter eggs, tips, and other secrets
for Kingdom Under Fire: Circle of Doom for Xbox Curian Finish the game by beating the boss Encablossa
with Celine. Curian will now be available when starting a new game. Edit Achievements Errata The Timid
Developer - Fully watch the opening movie by waiting on the "Press Start" screen , the staff roll for normal
mode, and the staff roll for extreme mode with any character. This opportunity comes only once; if you miss it
by accident, just start a temporary file with Duane to get another chance. Where Is the Stone Golem - Use the
magic ability, Petrifying Breath, against a wood golem to turn it into a stone golem. Curse of the Developer All 6 different characters under your profile need to have actually reached Level If your characters gain too
much experience at once and skip past Level 80, just reset your game without saving, and try grinding in a
lower-level area. After winning a duel, immediately exit the conversation with Maurgerite to save the
increased favor. Now talk and duel again. This way, you can reload your game and try again, without losing
any favor. This is because SP and Luck can be increased only through experience levels, while HP can be
boosted by getting better armor and accessories. Edit Bonus Difficulty Modes: Extreme Mode - Beat the boss
Encablossa in hard mode. Edit Finding Correct Routes Here are some tips for finding the correct routes in
some of the more confusing spots: City of Desolation - In the fourth and last area "Night" , the normal exit is
actually the dead-end ruins that lead to the Hall of Arrogance. The locked gate at the other end can be opened
only by Kendal after completing enough story quests. Hall of Arrogance - Go through both the Library of
Memories and the Vestibule via the branching paths in the Sunrise Atrium , in either order. Then, after
returning to the Antechamber, go up the stairs at the idol sanctuary to reach the end. Valley of Solitude - The
exit gates are all on the upper level. Find the slopes that go up, and stay on the upper level to reach the exits.
Road of Chaos - In the second and third areas, the exit gates are randomly located on either the lower or upper
level. Find the sloping U-turns to reach the upper level, if necessary. In the fourth and last area "To the
Gateway" , the boss Encablossa is at the end of the lower level, while Keither can be reached by Kendal,
Regnier, and Leinhart on the upper level after the necessary story quests are completed. Edit Easy Enemy
Respawning Trick Here is a useful trick for harvesting the enemies required for earning abilities and for
completing story quests. In solo mode, after killing off the desired enemies in an area, save and quit, and then
continue with your character again. This way, your character will begin at the beginning of the same area, but
with all the enemies respawned. Edit Finding Different Idols The spirit idol who appears depends on the phase
of the moon that is currently shown on your equipment subscreen, as your character nears an idol sanctuary:
Idol of Love - During the waxing moon. Idol of Greed - During the waning moon. Idol of Death - During the
middle of the crescent moon phases. Edit Finding Uncommon Enemies Rare Enemies - All normal enemies
are upgraded to the "rare" type in hard mode which is earned by finishing the game in normal mode. Keither Kendal, Regnier, and Leinhart can open the special warp point near the end of the Road of Chaos to reach
Keither after finishing the necessary story quests. Mutant Curian - Only Kendal can open the gate at one end
of the City of Desolation to reach Mutant Curian after finishing the necessary story quests. The weak weapon
should be in the second slot. While doing this will also reduce the overall attack strength, any enhancements
should remain unaffected. Enhancement Slots To increase the total number of enhancement slots for an item,
synthesize a defibrillator sold by the Idol of Death onto it. An item can have up to four enhancement slots.
Sword Magic Abilities For Regnier, the large swords that have the "Enchantment" enhancement can have
certain magic spell abilities synthesized onto them. Some synthesizable abilities come from other characters,
requiring multiplayer cooperation. Potion Effects The potions can be synthesized onto certain items for the
following possible effects: Small Red Potion - Remove the last enhancement. Medium Red Potion - Remove
the last two enhancements. Large Red Potion - Remove the last three enhancements. White Potion - Remove
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all the enhancements. Cyan Potion - Remove the Fatigue enhancement. Take Out the Patch The patch for this
game makes the synthesis harder. This maintenance process will remove all the patches for your games. Now
play this game offline. By properly synthing many Gray, Orange, or Blue Potions, you can make
super-powerful items. By clearing your system cache, you will need to redownload any patches that exist for
your games when you play them online again.
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4: Kingdom Under Fire: Circle of Doom - xbox - Walkthrough and Guide - Page 2 - GameSpy
MAP Circle of Death (named "'O' of Destruction!" on the automap) is the eleventh map of Doom II. It was designed by
John Romero and uses the music track "The Healer Stalks".

This first article covers the Doom Stalker Warpwolf conversion that started it all, from concept to execution. I
decided that I would customize more or less every model in the army to the upper-most level of my current
hobby skills. There are 2 mandatory features on Doom reavers: The Warpwolf model is enough of a blank
slate to allow us to apply all of the above mentioned features without overcrowding the model. Now, let us
start with the simpler bits of our conversion project: Initially I was planning to sculpt the shoulder pad myself,
but later I got a plastic Satyr kit and noticed that one of the smaller shoulder pads from there was a perfect fit
for what I wanted to do, so I used that instead. For the right arm I chose to use the arm that is usually used on
the Feral Warpwolf stock model, but I filed off the leather strips and the peg, since I wanted to repose that
arm. While trying out the poses I realized that to get the same pose as the concept sketch, I needed to bend the
arm more, so I ended up cutting it up at the elbow and pinning the bits into position and filling out the gap
with green stuff. At this point I had to tackle the most challenging part of this conversion: First we have to cut
the shape of our blade out of 1 mm thick plastic card I actually used 2 mm thick card and it ended up being
overly thick in the end, but consider it a lesson learned ; at this step also try to give your plastic core the edge.
Next we add a thin layer preferably 0. You have to do all these steps while the putty is still soft and malleable
with GW green stuff you have a 1 to 1. Then I just pinned a brass rod trough the fist and sculpted some leather
wrapping the handle of the sword with a plastic skull at the end to be closer to the original doom reaver blades.
The last part of this conversion was the head, or more accurately the Doom reaver mask. As mentioned before,
all of my Circle models are supposed to get urban scenic bases, which for file and rank infantry are resin base
inserts I made cobblestones and stone slabs , but for heavy beasts and warlocks I changed the floor pattern on
the sidewalks from irregular slabs of stone to a checkered meant to be red and white tile pattern so that
warlocks will share with their warbeasts bases that are visibly different from the infantry. And here we can see
all the parts pinned togetherâ€¦ I am pretty satisfied with how the pose turned out. Anyway, to better see how
the finished conversion looks I undercoated the model as I usually do black, grey and white undercoat sprays ,
so you can actually see how the Fell blade looks on the model; For those that would like to try their hand at
sculpting the screaming souls pattern and want more details on how to actually do that pattern, tune back in 2
weeks for my next article focused entirely on sculpting Orgoth weapons of different shapes and sizes and a
more in depth description of the sculpting process. As the name suggests, I am a fiercely hairy fellow and
depending on the haircut I can be mistaken for Chubaka, Manson or Rasputin: My main skills in tabletop
war-gaming are sculpting, scratch-building and converting, so that is what my articles will cover D Share This
Post On.
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5: Xbox Cheats - Kingdom Under Fire: Circle of Doom Wiki Guide - IGN
Get this from a library! Circle of doom. [Tim Kennemore; Tim Archbold] -- Thirteen-year-old Lizzie uses ingredients both
ordinary and not so ordinary to make a series of magic potions, to the growing astonishment of her younger brothers.

How can I meet an Idol that I want? There are 3 different types of Idols and one of them will appear
depending on the moon phases. It is possible to choose which Idol to meet by changing in-game time by
moving to other areas, sleeping, or using special items sold by Idols which can change the moon phase. How
do I select Curian to play? Initially, you cannot choose Curian. Once you defeat the final boss of the game
with Celine in the Normal difficulty mode, Curian will be unlocked for play. Is item trading among players
available? Use the D-Pad to activate the multiplayer menu. Choose the target player using the D-Pad and press
X button while holding down the D-Pad to activate the item trade menu. Please note that item trade cannot be
done if you are under attack. How do I drop items on the floor? How do I synthesize items? The item synthesis
menu can be seen when you talk to an Idol at the Sanctuary. Synthesis is combining two items to get an
improved result, which is possible only by talking with the Idols. You can create almost infinite combinations
for synthesis, so try experimenting in various ways! How do use voice chat? Connect your headset to the
controller. When you enter sessions made by other players, or others enter your session, you can start voice
chat right away. It is also possible to set up private voice chat with players on your friend list via Xbox Guide.
Luck affects virtually every aspect of the game play. It increases the success rate of item synthesis and
decreases the amount of gold spent in the process. It also increases the chance of Abilities synthesized to your
weapon to erupt, and also increases many other chance factors that work to your advantage. Duane, especially,
has many Abilities and equipment that rely on Luck. Yes, this is possible by synthesizing a Red Potion with
the target equipment. Depending on the size of the Red Potion, you can delete one or more Enhancements
from bottom-up. Also, synthesizing equipment with a White Potion will delete all Enhancements attached to
it. How do I kill monsters hanging on walls or ceilings? Bows with Guidance or Abilities such as Magic Shot
are some of the examples. How do I change the difficulty mode? The shape of the moon shown on the
interface window changes from time to time. Does this affect game play? The shape the moon moon phase
determines what type of Idol will appear at the Sanctuary â€” to be blunt; a certain Idol will appear at a certain
moon phase. There are items sold by Idols themselves that can change the moon phase. Is there any character
level limit? Is there any way to increase my inventory space? If possible, how do I do it? It is sold by one of
the Idols. You can purchase up to 4 extra Inventory Bags. What should I do? Is there a limitation for
synthesizing items? A single item can be synthesized up to 99 times. Keep in mind that the more you
synthesize an item, the higher its cost will become. Brief me on the character controls. The manual included in
the game package, as well as the in-game menu accessed by pressing the BACK button can show you the
whole controller layout. How do I save the game progress? However, the game saves automatically whenever
there a change occurs â€” such as sleeping, item trading, acquiring items, entering boss fight zones, and so on.
How many players can join a LIVE session? How do I learn Abilities? During game play, voice and BGM is
sometimes cut off or muted. Check to see if the game runs normally on other Xbox consoles. What should I do
when the game crashes while using Xbox compatible controllers not the official controllers? The reason for
your game crash is your unofficial controller. Please use the recommended official controllers when playing
the game. There exists a very slim chance that the DVD was damaged during the production process. Running
a legitimate game disc with an illegally modified console will cause crashes and freezes along with other
malfunctions. We thank you for using authentic Xbox console and game titles. This has not been fully
confirmed, but there are reports that suggest this occurs on certain specific consoles. This may occur due to
some incompatibility issues regarding the Xbox and the DVD. Try to run the game after using the Xbox lens
cleaner, or test the game on a different Xbox console. When the main power of your console is unexpectedly
turned off, it may cause your LIVE data file to become seriously damaged. The disc codes are different
depending on the release region. Therefore, discs are incompatible in most regions. The discs themselves are
exactly the same. The Crusaders disc, an art book, a poster, and a T-shirt. How often do you patch the game?
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The contents and date of an update will be announced to you in the future. We are planning to provide you
with about 80 additional items called Adornments that you can use to decorate your characters as commercial
DLCs. Adorn your heroes with Panda head, Axe-in-head, and more!
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6: Return to the Circle of Doom! | Dyson's Dodecahedron
CIRCLE OF DOOM IS A BLAST AND HERE IS WHY The San Gabriel Mountains are a spectacular and rugged range
that is the recreational "backyard" for millions of people in Los Angeles and other surrounding cites in Southern
California.

This article was filled with satire so it was deleted. Help by creating a new lore accurate article. After the Dark
Legions successful capture of Esse, he came close to acheiving his goal of claiming the Heart while he was
pursuing the Pope Dimitri The Patriarch in the North America version of Ecclesia, who was in possession of
it. However, the Pope used the power of the Heart to force Regnier into making his troops halt, allowing him
safe passage back into Ecclesia. The first thing it did was force Nibel into a coma, thus ending the Age of
Light. Directly as a result it awoke Encablossa, starting the Age of Darkness. Regnier gradually started losing
his immortality from here on out. With the mighty Encablossa troops on his tail, and the ever expanding
curtain of darkness which followed, Regnier was forced to head for Kallishire, an abandoned castle. Along the
way, he found out that Jungsburg was destroyed and that Gerald was under siege at Cloud Borune. Once there,
they formulated a plan to destroy Encablossa. To set the plan in motion, Regnier needed to resurrect the
legendary Bone Dragon. At Funero, the combined forces of Hironeiden, Ecclesia, and Hexter formed one large
army. It destroyed all of Encablossa troops and caused Encablossa to crumble into dust. However, Encablossa
did not die, it merely forced it back inside its realm, along with Kendal, Duane, Regnier, and Leinhart. Here he
also encounters Encablossa, who has happened to take the form of a human inside of the Dark Dimension. His
plan is to make Regnier the ultimate warrior and for him to conquer the Age of Light. The Idol explains that
he will need the 3 splinters from the idols of Greed, Love, and Death. He will then transform them into perfect
Greed, Love, and Death. Regnier acquires the 3 splinters and gets them transformed. He then returns to
Encablossa and asks for futher instructions. Encablossa wants to start the Blessing, which will ultimately
destory any memories Regnier had of his wife and child. A firery ring surrounds his wife and daughter as he
explains their history. He tells Encablossa that his daughter was born without a soul and that his wife tried to
kill her as a result. Regnier stopped her and sent her to a sanatarium where he never heard from her again.
Then Regnier went into battle and asked an old woman to take care his daughter. However, when he returned
he found the village burnt to the ground and it contained no signs of his daughter. Regnier tracks down the old
woman who was supposed to protect her and crushes her skull with his bare hands. The blessing is purification
technique meant to rid a person of any memories that might pose a weakness. The firery circle envelopes the
memories of his wife and daughter. His wife cries out and pleads with Regnier to forgive her and tells him that
she will always love him no matter what, all the while his daughter sits there emotionless staring off into
infinity. Regnier defeats Keither and obtains the key. Encablossa then asks for Regnier to destroy the body of
Moonlight and return to the Age of Light. Before he went to war, he had a wife and had a daughter with her,
however due to the fact that Rick was always fighting, she was born without a soul, the mom dies and Rick
has to go to war and so he puts his daughter in a home where an old women would look after her. On his
return he finds the old women burned down the home with his souless daughter in it, and so he hunts the
women down and kills her. Rick then goes back to war. Rick fought against the lich Killiani in the Holy
ground when he was but a mortal, but he was soon killed. However the ancient heart brought him back to life
and he became an immortal. Regnier is a man of few words, and generally only speaks when necessary. He is
confident and always states things like they are. While it looks like he is a big dumb brute, he is really
arguably the most skilled commander in all of Bersia.
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7: Kingdom Under Fire: Circle of Doom Cheats - GameSpot
The good thing about Circle of Doom, is that it won't crash and has much more replay value. Curian Exit and enter again
for the ubiquitous bookstand. Clear Act 6 on any difficulty to clear.

Comments Kingdom Under Fire: Published by Kevin VanOrd on Jan 11, Unlike its predecessors, though, the
game eschews strategy elements in favor of a pure action role-playing experience, albeit with uneven results.
The action devolves into tedium, the story has no obvious bearing on the gameplay proper, and a number of
unnecessary hindrances break up the rhythm of the gameplay. If you take things online with friends, the pace
picks up, but not enough to overlook some noticeable and annoying drawbacks. Within dungeons, you will
find idols which also function as vendors and, occasionally, quest givers that provide a safe place for sleeping
and dreaming. Once asleep, you enter a dreamworld where you can talk with characters that provide quests
and serve up bits of cryptic dialogue that may lead fans of previous Kingdom Under Fire games to nod their
heads with understanding, but will confuse most anyone else. There are no cutscenes within the gameplay
proper, and none of the action seemingly relates to the tale that so slowly and quixotically unfolds in the
reveries of sleep. Circle of Doom has no shortage of monsters, often tossing many dozens of them at you at a
given time. Many of the enemy designs are remarkably imaginative. Grunting, crawling zombies called flesh
men swarm around you; invisible lizardmen will attack you without warning; and giant statues and their
sculptors clog passageways, waiting for your sword and bow to wreak havoc. One quest that required us to
collect pure gold called for multiple visits to the same area, while another forced us to randomly fight through
dungeons until the quest giver felt enough time had elapsed. While some of the dungeon aspects generate
randomly, the basic elements of the dungeons rarely change, and as creative as some of the monster designs
are, it gets tiring to mash your button through the same ones ad nauseam. At times, particularly in the
frustratingly confined dungeon called the Hall of Arrogance, these effects can string together into a horrible,
infuriating cycle of inescapable damage, as stone statues knock you down or stun you while drillers spew fire
at you and hovering spirits electrocute you. The result of these and other prevalent issues give the action a
halting and awkward feel that never hits the smooth, quick stride that exemplifies the best games of the genre.
Alas, the cramped levels confuse the camera, causing it to get stuck behind every object it can find, change
angles at inopportune times, or even zoom in so close, all you can see is a jumble of geometry. You can also
perform special attacks, though the method of earning them is certainly an interesting and unusual one. When
you visit the dreamworld, you can take quests that open up new skills to you when completed. Learning a new
skill or spell generally involves killing a certain number of particular monsters, at which point you can turn in
the quest and add the spell to your repertoire. Furthermore, you can take on only two skill quests at a time,
which means you may go many hours without learning a single skill at all. On the standard difficulty,
however, you could reasonably play the entire game without ever needing a single special skill at all. Outside
of the action proper, there are some interesting ideas at play, but again, they sound cleverer on paper than they
are in practice. When you level up, you can spend attribute points in one of three areas: Hit points are the only
straightforward aspect of the three, and spending points in this area increases the size of your health bar. In
Circle of Doom, just the act of swinging or firing your weapon diminishes your stamina bar, and each weapon
diminishes it in various degrees. Luck is the third attribute on which you can spend points, though it is the
vaguest of the three. According to the game manual, spending points in luck increases the frequency and
quality of item drops, and we can certainly attest to finding better loot after spending attribute points in that
area. Luck also increases your chances of success at synthesis. Circle of Doom can be played offline, or you
can join up to three other others cooperatively; and like many similar games, the gameplay benefits from the
addition of others. Because some of them are obviously tailored toward certain characters over others the first
boss, which requires a ranged weapon, is an obvious example , a well-rounded party of four can increase the
entertainment value significantly. However, some levels are nice to look at, featuring colorful foliage,
appropriately arid-looking deserts, and library corridors filled with bookcases and wardrobes. Yet slaughtering
your enemies results in a nice spattering of blood and some nice, subtle visual effects. The sound design is
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also subtle, but to a fault. Many sound effects are oddly muted, while the soundtrack mixes orchestral swoons
with metal grinding for varied but forgettable results. In short spurts, Kingdom Under Fire: Circle of Doom
can be reasonably amusing, though even the most resolute hack-and-slash enthusiasts will likely grow tired of
the nebulous story and monotonous battles before reaching the final boss. Considering the number of
character-specific quests and multiple story threads, the campaign is obviously meant to benefit from multiple
play-throughs.
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8: Proposal â€“ Circle of Doom
Kingdom Under Fire: Circle of Doom is a hack and slash Action Role Playing Game (ARPG) released way back in If you
go to the System tab, and then Hard Drive, press ' ' to enter the.

Walkthrough[ edit ] Map of Circle of Death Letters in italics refer to marked spots on the map. Essentials[ edit
] Proceed along the walkway A to your right and take a right across the bridge into a rusty metal area. Climb
the stairs and take out the arachnotrons and cacodemons that attack. Proceed up either staircase into the
structure ahead of you. Once you pass through the doorway inside the structure, the first arch-vile of the game
is released B. Take cover behind either side of the door if needed. Now return to the main area of the level.
Make your way along the walkway to the opposite end of the area and go through the blue door D. Flip the
switch to raise a ledge just outside E. Continue through this room, up the small staircase, and along the newly
risen ledge. Flip the satyr-faced switch and return to the main area once again. Continue along the walkway to
the left about halfway, and across the newly created bridge to the red keycard F. Drop down into the slime to
the northwest of the central circular walkway and head through the red door G. Proceed through the hallway,
towards the iron bars which will automatically open , and up the stairs, arriving at a wooden skull switch. Flip
it to lower a platform just outside. From the new platform, drop onto the cement walkway and continue along
it, eventually dropping into a dark cave H. Dispose of the flying enemies here and head through the brightly lit
tunnel in the structure ahead. You should now be in a "E"-shaped watery room I. Ride the lift in the upper
prong of the "E" up to a switch. Press it, ride the lift back down, and run into the timed lift that just lowered in
the lower prong of the "E". Press the switch there to open the gate to the exit switch J. The teleport near the
exit switch will take you back to the main area on a ledge with an otherwise unreachable soul sphere , if you
need it. Because of a peculiarity of the Doom engine that allows the player to press a switch no matter how far
above or below it they are, one can skip a large amount of this map of they wish; one can press the mentioned
wooden skull switch in the final paragraph of the above walkthrough from the nukage outside the red door by
hugging the ledge it sits on. Then one can jump onto the cement walkway leading to the exit area from the
main "O". Official[ edit ] From the non-official secret see below , turn back around and ascend the stairs.
When you reach the top, a lift will lower back at the bottom of the stairs, along the south wall. Ride this lift up
to a chaingun L. To the left of the chaingun is a wall with pipes on it. After retrieving the blue keycard , return
to the main area the "O". Along the eastern wall in the northern half of the nukage lake, a small opening will
have opened. The wall alongside the northernmost bar can be opened when the bars are opened. From the
start, follow the path along to the right and take the next right through the doorway into a new area. You
should be facing a set of stairs. Turn around, and look for the pool of blood on the ground to the left of the
doorway you entered from K. The wall behind the blood can be walked straight through in order to get the
soul sphere behind it. Take it to grab the inaccessible soul sphere sitting atop the highest ledge seen at the start
of the map. Bugs[ edit ] In versions of Doom II prior to 1. Near the switch that activates the walkway leading
to the red key platform, two spectres are immobile trapping another that is against the switch wall, which can
be freed if the two stuck spectres are killed. There is a multiplayer -only energy cell pack thing number located
southeast outside the map border, rendering the item unreachable via regular means.
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9: Kingdom Under Fire: Circle of Doom Review - GameSpot
Circle of Doom [Tim Kennemore] Enter your mobile number or email address below and we'll send you a link to
download the free Kindle App. Then you can start.

II to be released later at the end of , KUF: Kuf II was announced last year and now is confirmed for a release
on pc and xbox Expect it to come out this fall. So rally your troops and prepare for battle this year as you
march across Bersia. The game will put the players in the shoes of many of the heroes of Bersia, both new and
familiar, and immerse them in the Kingdom Under Fire universe as it continues the main story. On top of the
campaign mode, additional single player missions will be available as downloadable contents. Introducing a
new hero in the Kingdom Under Fire franchise, Isabella, the leader of Dark-elf, is as cold-blooded as she
appears, and specializes in using ice magic and freezes anything gets in her way. Not sure where to start? Find
out more about the wiki on the About page. If you are new to wikis, check out the tutorial. Adding content
Every wiki has two list of articles that need help called "Stubs" and "Wanted Articles". Uploading images is
another really easy way to help out - see the Special: You can find a list of useful templates on Category:
Templates , some of which are documented on the templates project page. Check out the community portal to
see what the community is working on, to give feedback or just to say hi. Kendal was born in Azilla, a
tributary of Ecclesia. He defends the Holy Ground against the Dark Legion. As an Azillan, he must maintain
strict faith in God. He has reservations about his assignment defending the Holy Ground, but does not object
because of his honor. He is a skilled tactician.
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